USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCIRPT – 10502.18

Host Bob_SM says:
Previously on USS Geneva………….
Host Bob_SM says:
<Reanni Wohls> Good afternoon, viewers, I am Reanni Wohls, bringing you this breaking story. I am standing just inside the security gates at JelonTek's Space 
Flight Center, where a leaked report that JelonTek is now hosting representatives from the United Federation of Planets has just been confirmed. Insiders tell us that a three-person team was met by one of JelonTek's project managers, and quickly led inside. While we have no indication on the topics being discussed, further insider information puts the tone of the talks as not being as successful as JelonTek had hoped for. With the upcoming multi-cyclic meeting of The Consortium, this may be a sign of good news for Aquoton, and a sign of disaster for JelonTek.
Host Bob_SM says:
Speaking of Aquoton, nearly 40,000 former Aquoton employees have gathered outside the security perimeter here at the JelonTek SFC. Most of the protesters are peaceful; hoping that JelonTek and The Consortium doesn't leave the 30 million-plus employees of their defeated competition out to dry. However, some protestors are becoming militant and unruly, shouting claims that the light-ship competition was rigged, and that JelonTek agents sabotaged Aquoton's engine. No confirmations have been made, and neither side is commenting.
Host Bob_SM says:
In the meantime, The Consortium... ::camera immediately shifts to a small group of five people appearing from the JelonTek Administration Building:: Ohhh!!! Mr. Olpinfa! Mr. Olpinfa! A moment please, just a few questions!!!
Host Bob_SM says:
And now, the continuation of our story.....
Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
XO_Taal says:
$::trying to connect an alternate power source to the failing stasis chamber::
CIV_Azanna says:
::takes a long drag from her cigar and leans against the wall next to Kizlev::
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
CO: So Captain, this is your fine ship, eh?
CO_Shras says:
:: standing in the shuttle bay with Hansre ::
XO_Taal says:
$::decides that his efforts are futile and halts his attempts::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::is standing at the Geneva Shuttlebay entrance with Farina::
FCO_Williams says:
::on bridge monitoring ship functions and AT::
XO_Taal says:
$::searches through the Briengogh medkit::
CO_Shras says:
*CTO*: Chief I would like you to have a tour of the ship with our guest from the planet
CSO_Jakiel says:
#*CTO*:  Lieutenant? ::tries again to hail Kizlev::
OPS_L`yaian says:
::working out a small announcement for all departments, about the guests from Briengogh touring the ship, and sends it off once finished::
Reanni_Wohls says:
@CNS: Mr. Bauer! Mr. Bauer! Is it true you're here to give JelonTek the edge they've been looking for?
CMO_Kimura says:
::coming out of her most remote lab and into sickbay::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Standing outside the shuttle Eden with Keach while, Jakiel busies herself inside the shuttle::
XO_Taal says:
$::injects the Briengogh with a hypospray to cease all cerebral, cardiac, and pulmonary activity to induce a proto-comatose state::
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
::extends a hand out to the CTO::
CTO_Kizlev says:
CO: I understand, sir. Was your trip.... ::hears the comm:: *CSO*: Ensign? What is the matter? Are you in danger?
TO_Keach says:
#::Looking at the familiar shuttle::
FCO_Williams says:
*CSO*: FCO here... the CTO is with the Captain.... can I help?
XO_Taal says:
$::hurries to the bridge of the medical transport and opens hailing frequencies for the Geneva::
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: We are here to meet the people of Briengogh and open a dialogue between Briengogh and the Federation.
CMO_Kimura says:
*XO*: What's happening, Taal? Anything interesting?
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
CTO: It's a pleasure to meet another of your species... err, umm, I mean another representative of the Federation..... This Federation, just how many different species are there?
XO_Taal says:
$COM: Geneva: This is Commander Taal, please respond.
CSO_Jakiel says:
#::smiles wryly::  *CTO*: That depends on what you term 'danger.' Will we be receiving more security?
CIV_Azanna says:
::glances at Hansre out of the corner of her eye::
OPS_L`yaian says:
COM: XO: Geneva here, something the matter, sir?
XO_Taal says:
$COM: OPS: Ensign, there is a medical emergency on board the medical transport. I require assistance immediately.
Reanni_Wohls says:
#CNS: Will you be delivering new technology? If so, who will you be providing them to, JelonTek or Aquoton?
CTO_Kizlev says:
::takes the offered hand after his distraction from the comm:: Hansre: We are comprised of many different species spread across over 150 different worlds, as I'm sure you may have heard already. ::nods to the Captain::
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: We are looking forward to getting to know you all. As for technology... we shouldn't get ahead of ourselves. There's plenty of time to talk toys later.
OPS_L`yaian says:
COM: XO: Did you want medical officers to transport over, sir? Or go via shuttle like you and the Doc did? Transporters would be faster...
XO_Taal says:
$COM: OPS: I have no preference, Ensign. Ask the Captain if you have to, time is of the essence.
CIV_Azanna says:
::takes another drag and sighs::
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
CO: And a ship so big Captain? How big is it... I've got so many questions..... And you'll have to forgive an old man
OPS_L`yaian says:
COM: XO: I'll send them via transporters, sir ::already alerting the MO's:: Did you want anyone else to assist?
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: If technological advancements do come into play it is the Federations policy to make knowledge available to all who seek it.
CO_Shras says:
Hansre: Lieutenant Kizlev is from the same planet as you can see but there are many other races present aboard this ship
CTO_Kizlev says:
CO: Begging your pardon, captain. I believe there's a situation involving the away team.
CMO_Kimura says:
::hears a beep on her combadge that signals that she is needed:: Aloud: Okay, something bad is happening...
XO_Taal says:
$COM: OPS: Send whomever you feel could assist in possibly repairing systems of a stasis chamber.
CO_Shras says:
Hansre: Andorians, Humans, and Vulcans are very numerous in Starfleet; these races are of the first to have formed the federation long ago
XO_Taal says:
$COM: OPS: I need to return to monitor the passengers. Taal out.
CSO_Jakiel says:
#::contemplates heading over to the building on her own while the reporters are distracted::
Reanni_Wohls says:
#CNS: What brings the Federation here and why now? Why not at the beginning of the Warp Race?
OPS_L`yaian says:
COM: XO: Yes sir.
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
CO: Yes, I can see what you mean....
CIV_Azanna says:
::looks over at Kizlev and rolls her eyes, grumbling about PoSF goody good talk::
CMO_Kimura says:
Orik: Orik! Where are you?
XO_Taal says:
$::closes the channel and runs to the back::
CMO_Kimura says:
<Orik>::sticks his head out from one of the labs:: CMO: Yes?
OPS_L`yaian says:
::closes the comm signal, thinks for a moment and then stands, summoning a replacement OPS::
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: The Federation was first contacted only very recently. I understand your "race" has been going on for many generations.
FCO_Williams says:
OPS: I’ll monitor them until you find someone else.
CMO_Kimura says:
Orik: Gonna need you to get Stacy and T'Pin for me, please. And hurry, they need us.
OPS_L`yaian says:
::looks up and nods:: FCO: Ah, alright. I'll let the Captain know what’s happening
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: We were invited so, here we are ::Gives camera team his best boyish grin::
CMO_Kimura says:
*OPS*: You called, Verai? I have a team ready, where do you want us?
CTO_Kizlev says:
*CSO*: Please stand by, Ensign. Keep this channel open.
XO_Taal says:
$::runs scans of the 'dead' body with his tricorder to make sure nothing is out of the ordinary::
OPS_L`yaian says:
*CMO* I'll meet you in Transporter room one a.s.a.p., ma'am, I'll let the Captain know what's happening, if you don't mind.
CMO_Kimura says:
*OPS*: Right, I'm on it. Kimura, out.
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
CO: But Captain, you still haven't answered my question, how big is your ship... we may be here for diplomacy, but I'm still an Engineer at the hearts of it
Reanni_Wohls says:
#::smiles back at the CNS:: CNS: Who invited you to come, JelonTek or Aquoton?
CMO_Kimura says:
Orik: You know the drill, Orik. Make sure you have the Harkening Response Team ready... I have a feeling their going to need us too. Contact me if that happens.
CSO_Jakiel says:
#*CTO*:  Yes sir. ::sits back into the pilot's seat and relaxes, closing her eyes while she 'searches' the emotions of the Briengogh nearby::
TO_Keach says:
#::Wonders about that, not knowing due to lack of access to senior staff clearance::
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: I believe the initial invite came from a representative of JelonTek.
OPS_L`yaian says:
*CO*: Sir, Commander Taal just contacted me and requested medical back-up on the Medical transport, I'm going over with the team to help repair the systems on board
CTO_Kizlev says:
CO: Captain, with your permission, I would like to lead a small team back to the planet. I suspect our science officer may be in trouble.
CO_Shras says:
Hansre: The USS Geneva is more than 340 meters long with 15 decks and a crew of around 160
OPS_L`yaian says:
::moves onto the turbolift, orders it to the appropriate deck, and steps off, heading for Transporter room 1::
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: Why don't you see with Rhianna as to when the additional crew will arrive… and stash the rifle inside the shuttle while you’re in there.
XO_Taal says:
$::looks through the medical kit provided by the Briengoghs, doesn't see anything that could be useful::
CMO_Kimura says:
*CPO_Loren*: Stacy, meet me in Transporter Room 1. Bring one of the radiation medi's.
Reanni_Wohls says:
#CNS: Will you be discussing negotiations with Aquoton as well?
FCO_Williams says:
@COM: Harkening: Geneva here, Can you send us all the info you have so far on the unidentified ship and passenger you located.
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: Yes sir ::Moves to stash the weapon in the shuttle::
CIV_Azanna says:
::looks over her sunglasses at the CTO::
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: We will be speaking with all those interested in speaking.
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
CTO: And the crew compliment Lt. Kizlev?
CMO_Kimura says:
*MO_T'Pin*: T'Pin, meet me in Transporter Room 1 with a radiation medikit, please.
CMO_Kimura says:
Orik: Sickbay is yours, my friend. ::smiles and dashes to the Turbolift::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::looks to the Captain, more concerned with Rhianna's welfare right now rather than being diplomatic::
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: We have no partiality to any one Briengogh factor. We are here to meet you all.
CO_Shras says:
Hansre: Please forgive me but I must go to the bridge to deal with a situation, Lieutenant Kizlev will continue to show you the ship and answer your questions, I'll see you again before you go
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
CO/CTO: And just how fast does this ship go?? The power requirements must be enormous?
OPS_L`yaian says:
::steps through the doors of transporter room 1, and goes to the console to input the coordinates::
CMO_Kimura says:
TL: Transporter Room 1.
CO_Shras says:
:: salute Hansre, looks at Kizlev, and walk out to the nearest TL ::
OPS_L`yaian says:
::wonders vaguely if the CO will respond to her notice of what's happening, before they leave or not, but doesn’t worry too much about it.::
TO_Keach says:
#CSO: Have you heard anything about the second away team from Geneva?
XO_Taal says:
$::tries to connect the power to the stasis chamber so he can 'revive' the dead passenger::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::grinds his teeth, barely able to say... :: CO: Yes, sir. ::wants nothing more than to beam down with men and phasers in hand::
CIV_Azanna says:
::taps the CTO:: CTO: Calm down, Kizzie..
CSO_Jakiel says:
#TO:  No, I haven't yet. ::looks out the window again at the reporters and the Counselor alone::  The Counselor should not be left alone in such a large crowd. I will be safe in here.
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: Perhaps we could congregate somewhere more secure and a bit more formal. We would be happy to participate in a press conference after we have had a chance to meet with a delegation of your planets people.
CO_Shras says:
TL: Bridge
CMO_Kimura says:
::arrives in TR1 and sees Stacy Loren and T'Pin beat her to it::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::takes a deep breath, then puts on an insincere smile:: Hansre: If you'll follow me, sir. I can begin the tour.
CO_Shras says:
:: TL doors open and Shras walk on the bridge, looking around for the officer on duty ::
OPS_L`yaian says:
::once the coordinates are set, she turns to pull a medkit from the storage locker behind her, along with a regular tricorder, but stops before grabbing a hand phaser:: CMO: Ah, ma'am, would it be wise to arm myself before we beam over?
TO_Keach says:
#CSO: I hope they come soon, I want off of this planet. ::Smiles and returns to Bauer's side::
FCO_Williams says:
CO: Sir, we are in standard orbit of Briengogh. ::sets flight controls for standard orbit of Briengogh::
CMO_Kimura says:
<T'Pin>: We were waiting for you, Doctor.
CMO_Kimura says:
::turns to OPS:: OPS: No. No one is on board. Just unconscious patients.
CMO_Kimura says:
OPS: And rule is... if you carry a medikit, you don't carry a phaser. ::smirks::
OPS_L`yaian says:
::nods and leaves the phaser:: CMO: Right, then. I'm ready when you all are
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
CTO: Well, Lieutenant, looks like we're stuck with each other..... Rest assured, our security forces won't let things get too out of hand down there... You’re people are safe, so long as they don't leave the areas they're in
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: So are we getting additional personnel or what. I want us relocated somewhere less out in the open. 
OPS_L`yaian says:
::sets the console to transport them on voice activation, and steps up to the transporter padd::
Reanni_Wohls says:
#::eyes light up:: CNS: A press conference? Of- Of course, yes! Yes, I can get a press conference if you'd like. When would you like to hold it? When?
CMO_Kimura says:
::steps onto the pad:: OPS: Let's go!
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: Unfortunately, no one is coming yet
OPS_L`yaian says:
::waits for the other two MO's to step up and then nods:: CPU: Energize.
CSO_Jakiel says:
# ::sits in the shuttle, quietly waiting::
CTO_Kizlev says:
CIV: Grey, please return to the bridge. In case something does require security attention on the planet, I'm recommending you for the team. Hansre: That is most reassuring. Which part of the ship do you feel captures your curiosity the most?
XO_Taal says:
$::looks at the next passenger and wonders where is the assistance he called for::
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: I think it better if we had it after we have spoken with your people more... then, we would have something to say. 
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: Ensign Jakiel is waiting in the shuttle sir
CIV_Azanna says:
::rolls her eyes and walks to the turbolift::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::tries to hold back the irritation in his voice, if only for the greater good of the Federation::
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
CTO: Why, Engineering of course........
Reanni_Wohls says:
#CNS: I could secure a room for the conference, Mr. Bauer. It wouldn't be a problem, really. Just give me a when and how many people you want to come, I'll have it ready!
CIV_Azanna says:
::enters the turbolift:: TL: Bridge.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::nods:: Hansre: Very good. Right this way, please. ::leads him out the bay and down to the other opposite turbolift::
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
::walks along side the CTO, slightly behind, so he doesn't get off to the wrong direction with his guide::
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: We could stage a preliminary interview. It would be a kind of get to know each other kind of thing. Maybe a couple dozen of your journalists and some donuts?
Reanni_Wohls says:
#::looks confused:: CNS: I'm sorry.. doe-nuts?
CO_Shras says:
FCO: Can you report to me about what is going on over there? :: Point to the ship on the viewscreen ::
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: Ummm... food? Ensign Keach here gets cranky if we don't feed him.
OPS_L`yaian says:
<ACTION> CMO, OPS, and the MO's materialize on the Medical Transport
CMO_Kimura says:
$::arrives on the transport::
CIV_Azanna says:
::enters the Bridge:: FCO: Hey Steve-o.
TO_Keach says:
#::Gives a sheepish look at being poked fun of::
CMO_Kimura says:
XO: Taal? ::calls:: We're here!
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
::as they walk to the and into the turbolift:: CTO: Lieutenant, how many levels does Geneva have on it?
Reanni_Wohls says:
#::laughs, perhaps a little into it:: CNS: We'll have food. Food, drinks, whatever you want! The entire office will probably shut down for the day just having you in!
XO_Taal says:
$OPS/MO: Welcome aboard.
XO_Taal says:
$CMO: Welcome Back.
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: Are there ant Starfleet protocols that prevent us from enjoying alien delicacies?
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: Is there a building were we could be taken? Preferably, a building with some neutrality?
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
CTO: I tried to count from the outside while we were coming here, but I was taken aback by the size and well, to be honest, this is my first time in space and it's quite awe inspiring....
XO_Taal says:
$OPS: The stasis chamber has failed. We have to repair its systems.
XO_Taal says:
$OPS: Before we can attempt to revive the passenger who occupies the chamber.
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: Nope. You can eat till your sick. Jakiel is good at testing the food.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::enters the turbolift with Hansre:: Computer: Main Engineering. Hansre: There are 15 decks on this class of starship, sir.
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
CTO: and not exactly what I was expecting.... how do you simulate gravity? I never even felt weightless or nauseated
XO_Taal says:
$::turns to Kazue::
OPS_L`yaian says:
::blinks and looks around a bit, pulling out her tricorder, and nodding at the XO:: XO: Yes sir, shall I get to work then?
CMO_Kimura says:
$::looks to OPS:: OPS: You're area of expertise, I hope?
CIV_Azanna says:
::moves to the Tactical console::
OPS_L`yaian says:
$::smiles:: CMO: Of course, ma'am, that's why I came.
Reanni_Wohls says:
#CNS: Sure, sure! Planetary Journalism has rooms dedicated to giving conferences and interviews!
XO_Taal says:
$CMO: I injected the passenger with what appears to be a proto-comatose inducer to simulate death. I have monitored the passenger's bodily functions and all cardiac, cerebral, and pulmonary activities have ceased.
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: Sounds perfect.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::feels his antennae folding back against his head in frustration, but keeps them erect, as well as his facial expression somewhat friendly:: Hansre: We benefit from many technologies of convenience that would take too long for me to explain.
CMO_Kimura says:
$XO: And they are holding up?
Reanni_Wohls says:
#CNS: When did you want to get started? I could have the room filled four times over before we even arrive if we left now!
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: Tell Jakiel to secure the ship, notify the Geneva of our location change and then we will allow Wohls, here, to escort us to Planetary Journalist Inc. building.
OPS_L`yaian says:
$::moves over to the stasis chamber and gets to work, taking some scans with her tricorder::
CTO_Kizlev says:
Hansre: Our science personnel would be better suited in answering your questions about our gravity, if you so wish.
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: We shall be ready in just a few minutes.
XO_Taal says:
$CMO: For now. If we do not revive them soon, I do not know how long they are able to remain in that state.
FCO_Williams says:
::sees Gray has returned to the bridge:: Grey: Hi Grey, some one to keep me company.
XO_Taal says:
$CMO: However, we cannot revive the passenger until the stasis chamber is repaired.
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
::anxiously waits for the turbolift doors to open to get a look at the engine that drives this mighty ship::
CIV_Azanna says:
::glances around the bridge:: FCO: So you're stuck herre too?
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: I'd go inside to but, that might not look good to our hosts.
TO_Keach says:
#::Nods to CNS and taps his combadge:: *CSO*: Ensign Jakiel, we are going to a conference area to meet with some reporters, Commander Bauer has asked that you notify the Geneva
OPS_L`yaian says:
$::opens up the engineering kit she brought, and starts working on fixing the stasis chamber::
FCO_Williams says:
Grey: Yeah, seems that way, could be that they only want the best here to keep an eye on things, so here we are ::smiles::.
Reanni_Wohls says:
#CNS: Great! I'll just call for an escort from the office. ::pulls a small communications device from her belt::
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: What do you mean Commander?
CTO_Kizlev says:
::holds back a grunt at the guest's silence then the lift doors open:: Hansre: Just down this corridor, sir. ::leads on::
CIV_Azanna says:
::laughs:: FCO: I doubt I'm the best, Steve-o.
CMO_Kimura says:
$XO: Alright, sounds good. I have some stuff we can give them if the life support systems fail.
FCO_Williams says:
Grey: Who knows, you could be and not know it.
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
::realizes his guide is not an engineer and has embarrassed him with his "engineering" questions:: CTO: Hmmm, I imagine you're correct.... Let me ask you this then, what sorts of armaments do you have to maintain aboard your ship ::emphasizes "your" ship::
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: We don't want to appear secretive. Disappearing inside could be looked at as an act of rudeness.
CIV_Azanna says:
::shrugs:: FCO: Could be
CSO_Jakiel says:
#*TO*: Yes sir. I will do that immediately. COM: Geneva:  Part of the away team will be returning to the conference room. Will there be a second team coming to the planet's surface?
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: I thought it was a conference of some sorts?
XO_Taal says:
$CMO: Very well. In the meantime, while Ensign L'yaian is attempting to repair the malfunctioning stasis chamber, and you and Doctor T'Pin are treating the patients, I will be on the bridge attempting to decipher the console to get a better handle on the malfunctioning shipwide systems.
Reanni_Wohls says:
#::begins whispering excitedly into her device, ending with "Bigger. No, bigger than that. What's the biggest we've got? Can't we get something bigger? No, there's no time for that. All right, I'll take that one. Get it here now. And get the conference room ready for when we arrive. Thanks! You're a doll!"::
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: A "press conference.” A bunch of nosey questions by interested parties. Rhianna will get her chance to talk with these people at her discretion.  
CTO_Kizlev says:
Hansre: Compared to other known ships, I would say we possess... modest armaments. Primarily for defense. We're the farthest thing from a ship of war, although we are more than able to defend ourselves if required. ::leads the guest inside ME to reveal the great core itself::
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
ACTION: THE UNIDENTIFIED SHIP IN THE AREA OF THE STAR SYSTEM THE USS HARKENING IS IN CONTINUING ITS RESCUE OPERATIONS OF THE CARGO SHIP POWERS UP. SENSOR READINGS ON THE HARKENING GO WILD
FCO_Williams says:
COM: CSO: Rhianna, a team is being prepared, departure time unknown at this time.
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: Ah I see, shall we wait for her then?
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
:: is completely awestruck at Main Engineering, especially when seeing the pulsating warp drive for the first time::
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Whispers:: TO: Bring a small phaser but keep it well concealed.
FCO_Williams says:
CO: Sir, A medical team has just departed for the transport, to assist the passengers and the XO.
CIV_Azanna says:
::studies the Tactical console::
CSO_Jakiel says:
#COM: Geneva:  I understand.
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: Yes, Jakiel will be with us.
TO_Keach says:
#::Gets wide eyed at the possibility of using a weapon at the sight of hostile action:: CNS: Understood
CTO_Kizlev says:
Hansre: That is your typical matter/antimatter warp drive core. While significant improvements have been made to enhance speed and stability, the operating principles have been largely unchanged for many years.
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
ACTION: THE CHIEF ENGINEER FOR THE HARKENING YELLS INTO THE COMM THAT THEIR WARP DRIVE IS SHOWING AN ANOMOLY THAT SHOULD NOT BE OCCURRING
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: They are arranging transport for us. 
XO_Taal says:
$::walks onto the bridge and looks down onto the console::
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: Oh, I misunderstood that, I thought it was close by
XO_Taal says:
$::finds what appears to be a schematic of the ship systems::
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: The shuttles transporter controls should be locked on our signals, should we need an emergency beam out.
CMO_Kimura says:
$::turns to Stacy and T'Pin:: CPO/MO: Monitor each patient and take tissue samples from all of them. When the repairs are done, call me. ::turns and walks to the bridge of the transport::
FCO_Williams says:
::monitoring comms, sensors, flight controls, generally keeping an eye on as much as possible::
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: I feel safer already Commander ::Heads to the shuttle to retrieve a hand phaser::
Reanni_Wohls says:
#::comes back to the CNS:: CNS: The escort should be here any time. What's this.. Beam out, anyway?
CMO_Kimura says:
$XO: Busy as always, I see.
CIV_Azanna says:
::looks up at the FCO, then continues studying the console, getting information about the Geneva's weapons systems
CTO_Kizlev says:
::wants to step aside and check on the away team's status, but holds his place with the guest, hoping the captain and the others have it under control::
XO_Taal says:
$CMO: Have you known me to be any different, Kazue?
OPS_L`yaian says:
$::still working as quickly as she can, to repair the system, for the moment, not caring about any mess she makes, as long as the stasis chambers work when she's done::
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: All in good time, my dear. All will be explained.
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
CTO: it is so different than either of the two designs our world has produced....... ::not realizing that in his excitement, he may have just said something about the Briengogh's own situation
CO_Shras says:
FCO: How far are we from the Harkening?
XO_Taal says:
$::points to the image of the ship schematic on the console:: CMO: This appears to indicate that the trouble of the engines is with a power conduit
FCO_Williams says:
CO: Less than an hour sir
CO_Shras says:
FCO: So long?
Reanni_Wohls says:
#CNS: How long has your culture had Warp technology? How fast is it really?
CMO_Kimura says:
$XO: Are we going to fix it? Or just pull this thing along with the Geneva?
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: Aren't your people interested in more than just the Federations technological advancements? That's how we differ, I guess. I'm much more interested in what you had for dinner than, how it was cooked.
FCO_Williams says:
::calculates transit time more accurately::*CO*::We are 15 minutes to be exact sir.
TO_Keach says:
#WOHLS: What type of transport are you using?
OPS_L`yaian says:
$::taps one last button, and then rechecks everything she's done, to be sure.::
CTO_Kizlev says:
::antennae twitch at the mention of two designs, but stays mute on the topic:: Hansre: Appearances may seem different, but your scientists may one day find that the principles of physics by which our warp technology operates on may not be all that different.
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
ACTION: THE CTO OF THE GENEVA HAS JUST HEARD SOMETHING ABOUT THE BRIENGOGH'S ENGINE TECHNOLOGY THAT MAY BE THE ROOT OF THINGS
CMO_Kimura says:
$XO: Oh! That reminds me... have you translated this language? Verai might need some help.
CO_Shras says:
COM: Harkening: This is the Geneva, do you require assistance?
Reanni_Wohls says:
#CNS: Whoever you sell your technology will become worldwide leaders!
XO_Taal says:
$CMO: I believe I have a base algorithm prepared. There are still some references I do not have translated.
OPS_L`yaian says:
$::stands, looking as the chambers stabilize, and then turns and makes her way to the bridge of the transport:: XO/CMO: Heya, all done and repaired.
FCO_Williams says:
@COM: Harkening: Harkening.... this is the USS Geneva... please state the nature of the emergency....
Reanni_Wohls says:
#TO: We call them "limonenes.” They're quite comfortable, you'll like it!
XO_Taal says:
$OPS: Good job, Ensign. We have a new assignment. ::notions for her to look at the console::
TO_Keach says:
#WOHLS: Comfort is good, I look forward to it. ::Smiles at her::
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: Are technology isn't for sale. We are more than happy to share that knowledge... but, that's a bit premature. There is so much more to do before that happens. The Briengogh are not a patient people. Are they?
XO_Taal says:
$OPS: This is our next task, to repair the power conduit that feeds power to the propulsion systems.
CTO_Kizlev says:
Hansre: I'm.... fairly sure you have many questions, but I understand our chief engineer is very busy and backed up with work now. If you like, I can take you to our science labs, or even our recreational facilities.
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
ACTION: AS THE UNIDENTIFIED SHIP POWERS UP ITS DRIVE, THE WARP CORE FOR THE HARKENING SUDDENLY REACTS IN A VERY NEGATIVE MANNER..... TO THE POINT OF THREATENING A WARP CORE BREECH
OPS_L`yaian says:
$::looks over the XO's shoulder at the console and nods:: XO: Shouldn't be too hard. Easier than the Stasis Chambers, I would think.
CMO_Kimura says:
$::wishes she was an engineer::
XO_Taal says:
$OPS: In theory, once repaired we'd be able to pilot the ship.
Reanni_Wohls says:
#CNS: I'd like to think we are very patient, but stock prices would explode and make a lot of people a lot of money if you decided to let either JelonTek or Aquoton in on this "beaming" stuff.
FCO_Williams says:
CO: Sir, shall we prepare to assist the Harkening?
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
CTO: of course Lieutenant..... I'm at your disposal......
XO_Taal says:
$CMO/OPS: However, I will still need to decipher the course and destination in the ships computer.
CO_Shras says:
FCO: Set course for the Harkening, maximum speed
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: Perhaps your people will learn in the coming days that money and monetary gains are of lesser importance than you all seem to think.
CO_Shras says:
FCO: Have transporter rooms ready for emergency transport
CO_Shras says:
FCO: How many crewmembers are on the Harkening?
CTO_Kizlev says:
::bows his head:: Hansre: On the contrary, I am at your service, sir. This way, please. ::leads him out and takes a glance at the core before he exits::
CIV_Azanna says:
::finishes her cigar and puts it out on the palm of her glove::
OPS_L`yaian says:
$::nods:: XO: True...::blinks:: Hmm, the navigation system shouldn't be too hard to figure out, right? Once I've got the engines repaired, I'll help and see if we can figure out what does what, eh?
FCO_Williams says:
CO: Aye, sir course laid in max warp ::sets course, notifies transporter rooms to prepare for emergency transport::
Reanni_Wohls says:
#CNS: Mr. Bauer, in the past fifty cycles, we've learned one thing: Money buys happiness.
CNS_Bauer says:
#TO: Is Jakiel finished powdering her nose? If she is tell her to join us as soon as she can. When their limousine thing arrives I want us out of this open area.
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
&<USS Harkening>Com: Geneva: This is the USS Harkening, calling the USS Geneva..... We are experiencing..... a possible ....... re..  bre........   Comm sys...   failing....... Ther...a... shi......... no id...tity......   tren.. ous po..er.........  disrupt...   wa....re........
FCO_Williams says:
::engages warp engines:: Grey: Seatbelts please.
CNS_Bauer says:
#::Laughs at the silly lady reporter:: WOHLS: Sorry but, I couldn't agree less.
CIV_Azanna says:
FCO: Arru? ::confused look:: These ships still have them?
CMO_Kimura says:
$::leaves the XO and OPS to their work and goes back to the chambers::
Reanni_Wohls says:
#CNS: Well, maybe there's something we could teach you while you're here..
TO_Keach says:
#CNS: You can't these things, but I will see ::Goes to the shuttle once again::
CMO_Kimura says:
<Nurse_Loren>: Doctor, we've taken the samples.
XO_Taal says:
$::exits the bridge and walks to the back for the power conduit in the back::
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: My thoughts exactly, Ma'am. My thoughts exactly.
FCO_Williams says:
&Com: Harkening: USS Harkening... this is the USS Geneva... we are on our way.... we should arrive your location in 10mins....
TO_Keach says:
#::Creeps through the shuttle door:: CSO: Commander Bauer would like to know if you are ready Jakiel?
Reanni_Wohls says:
#::giggles perhaps a little too nervously, wondering when the limo will arrive::
CMO_Kimura says:
$::nods to Stacy:: Nurse: Good. ::turns and calls to Taal:: XO: Hey! Do you think we should cure these patients? Or would that be interfering?
FCO_Williams says:
CO: Rough estimates for possible numbers at the Harkening are somewhere between 200 - 300 sir
CSO_Jakiel says:
# TO:  Excuse me, ready for what? I have not been notified of anything except to stay in the shuttle.
XO_Taal says:
$CMO: You could sure them, however, I suggest you leave them in stasis.
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: Would it surprise you to hear that my most valued possessions are my relationship's with my fellow crew, my dog and my health. These are what make me happy. I don't have any money for, I never needed any.
TO_Keach says:
#CSO: Oh, forgive me; what I mean is that he wants you to join us for the conference
OPS_L`yaian says:
$::follows the XO, running over all the basic power signals different controls tend to put out, and hoping the Briengogh people developed the same standard systems as nearly every other race.::
TO_Keach says:
#CSO: Your expertise would be needed in the matter
CO_Shras says:
ALL: Red Alert, all crew to stations
CMO_Kimura says:
$XO: That's what I was thinking.
CTO_Kizlev says:
::enters the TL with Hansre:: Hansre: I think you'll find our Astrometrics Lab most pleasing and the Holodecks... ::hears the klaxons::
Reanni_Wohls says:
#CNS: Well, we do have a few bars here that only allow the richest of clientele.. But I might be able to get you in...
CTO_Kizlev says:
Computer: Bridge!
OPS_L`yaian says:
$::scans different systems around her, trying to get an idea for how things work - soon coming to the conclusion that everything should work the way she thinks - if the stasis chambers are anything to judge the rest of the technology by that is...::
CIV_Azanna says:
::hears the klaxons and looks around worriedly, stepping away from the console::
CO_Shras says:
FCO: Tell engineering to get on the Harkening problem, transport is not a solution; the ship must not go on warp core breach at all costs
CTO_Kizlev  (Redalert.wav)
CSO_Jakiel says:
#TO:  Thank you. I will follow you out then. ::stands, waiting for the TO to exit so she can secure the shuttle::
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: Maybe we will have time for that. I hope so. I'd like to see your planets ways of recreation.
CTO_Kizlev says:
Hansre: My apologies, sir. I believe the tour must take a detour.
Host Hansre_Olpinfa (REDALERT.wav)
TO_Keach says:
#CSO: Of course ::Steps out waiting to lead the CSO to the CNS position::
CIV_Azanna says:
::perks her ears as an unfamiliar Andorian enters the Bridge::
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
::hears the claxons and sees the red lights....:: CTO: is there a problem Lieutenant???? ::follows his guide closely::
#::Sees Keach in the doorway of the shuttle:: TO: She giving you a hard time?
Reanni_Wohls says:
#CNS: Oh, we have plenty.
FCO_Williams says:
CO: Aye sir. *Engineering*:Engineering, start working on the problem with the Harkening, sensor data is being sent to you. Notify the captain when you have a solution.
CSO_Jakiel says:
# ::secures the shuttle against intruders and curios Briengogh::  Shall we join the Counselor?
CNS_Bauer says:
#WOHLS: That's good to hear. I was beginning to think you folk were all work and no play.
TO_Keach says:
#CSO: Yes over there Jakiel. ::points::
CTO_Kizlev says:
Hansre: Nothing for concern, sir. This will be your chance to see our bridge now. ::tries to hold back his grin::
Host Hansre_Olpinfa says:
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